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Written in brief episodes, EPTAPH tells the dramatic tale of Russian and American submariners who set out
to thwart a terrorist plot to detonate a nuclear device placed at the base of Ellis Island, during the Cuban
Missile Crisis. GRANT MCKINNON stands in a January snow storm, watching his USS MIAMI moored at
the US Naval Submarine Base in Groton, Connecticut. He is troubled by a message he has just received from
VALERIK DANYANKOV, Commander of an AKULA class submarine, out of Lapadnaya Lista, the
Russian Submarine Base. Their paths had crossed before, in OF ICE AND STEEL, and they had become
friends. In the Persian Gulf, near Iran's Bander-E Abbas Naval Base, Commander ASHA FEROZ, aboard his
old Russian KILO class submarine, has come up with a way to put into action his master's plan of revenge
and destruction. Meanwhile, the Sonar operator aboard the USS TEXAS, in the Persian Gulf to monitor
Iran's naval maneuvers as they test a new torpedo, separates a strange signature from the clutter of a fishing
fleet. And the chase is on. In this day and age of GPS reckoning and hi-tech listening devices, little moves
above, in or under the oceans of the world, without someone seeing it, unless you hide within plain sight.
With every turn of the submarines' screws, EPITAPH's tension torques as the commanders converge in the
cold waters of New York Harbor.
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From reader reviews:

Alyson Hardy:

Throughout other case, little folks like to read book Epitaph. You can choose the best book if you want
reading a book. So long as we know about how is important a book Epitaph. You can add understanding and
of course you can around the world with a book. Absolutely right, due to the fact from book you can know
everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you may be known. About simple issue until
wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, we can easily open a book or searching by internet unit. It is
called e-book. You can use it when you feel weary to go to the library. Let's go through.

Margie Sutton:

Reading can called brain hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book mainly book
entitled Epitaph the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every aspect that
maybe unidentified for but surely will end up your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a
guide then become one type conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get ahead of. The Epitaph
giving you a different experience more than blown away your brain but also giving you useful info for your
better life in this particular era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and
mind will probably be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a casino game. Do you want
to try this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Joey Leigh:

Epitaph can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away because
this guide has good vocabulary that may increase your knowledge in words, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to put every word
into pleasure arrangement in writing Epitaph yet doesn't forget the main place, giving the reader the hottest
as well as based confirm resource data that maybe you can be one among it. This great information can
certainly drawn you into fresh stage of crucial pondering.

Brian Mejia:

Is it a person who having spare time then spend it whole day by simply watching television programs or just
laying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Epitaph can be the solution, oh how comes? It's
a book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this fresh era is common
not a nerd activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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